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TEHRAN: French Environment
Minister Segolene Royal met with
her Iranian counterpart in Tehran
yesterday to announce plans for a
number of joint projects address-
ing energy, water shortages and
pollution. Royal held talks with the
head of Iran’s Environmental
Protection Organisation,
Massoumeh Ebtekar, and said they
would build several key partner-
ships by February. “Several highly
operational subjects were dis-

cussed,” Royal told reporters. The
French minister is travelling for
three days with senior business
figures from environmental and
renewable energy firms specializ-
ing in water, pollution and energy
efficiency-including the boss of
multinational Engie. 

“They were chosen by Iran on
the basis of the challenges they
face,” said Royal. “Since we face the
same type of challenges in France,
this is a terrific opportunity for

cooperation.” Royal said she would
return in February to discuss
progress on the partnerships.
Ebtekar, who is also a vice-presi-
dent of Iran, said the visit “shows
the important international coop-
eration on the environment, and
sends a strong message to the
global community that countries
can cooperate strongly on their
shared interests and issues in the
field of environment.”

Royal, who was wearing the

headscarf that is obligatory in Iran,
appeared reluctant to take too
many questions from journalists in
the wake of the recent uproar over
the banning of burkini swimsuits
in France. On Monday, she is due
to visit Iran’s largest saltwater lake,
Orumiyeh in northwestern Iran, a
UNESCO heritage site that has lost
90 percent of its surface water in
the past two decades as a result of
over-farming, dams and climate
changes. — AFP 

LIBREVILLE: Gabon’s President Ali Bongo and his
only serious rival have both claimed victory in this
weekend’s presidential election, and accused each
other of cheating. Barely had the last ballots been
cast Saturday evening before the incumbent’s
spokesman declared: “Bongo will win... we are
already on our way to a second mandate.” Bongo,
57, has been in power since a disputed election
held in 2009 after the death of his father, Omar
Bongo, who had ruled the oil-rich Central African
country for 41 years.

Yesterday, the campaign manager of Bongo’s
rival Jean Ping told reporters that the former head
of the African Union Commission had won 60 per-
cent of votes counted so far, just under half of the
total, against 38 percent for the president. He also
accused Bongo of “trying to push his way through,”
with the backing of the army. “That’s totally crazy,”
countered Bongo’s spokesman. “It’s tight, but we
are ahead.” Interior Minister Pacome Moubelet
Boubeya has insisted that only results from the

election commission cleared by his ministry had
any validity. Before polling began Boubeya said
everything was “in place to guarantee a transparent
and impartial election”.

The results of the poll, which is decided by sim-
ple majority, should be declared at around 1600
GMT on Tuesday, Boubeya said in a later statement.
“More than ever we appeal for calm and recall that
it is illegal to declare results before the relevant
authorities do,” added the minister. Observers from
the African Union and European Union have said
that aside from some delays, the poll itself, in which
some 628,000 people were eligible to vote, passed
off without serious incident. 

But the acrimony that had marked the campaign
period continued into the weekend with each of
the main rivals accusing the other of mischief. “We
have observed massive fraud, in particular in areas
where opposition representatives arrived in polling
stations first,” said Bongo’s spokesman. As he cast
his own ballot Saturday morning, Ping told

reporters, “We know the other side is trying to
cheat. It is up to you to be vigilant.” His team had
said that a Friday court ruling would allow soldiers,
who tend to support Bongo, a former defense min-
ister, to “vote several times in several polling cen-
ters”. 

Streets deserted 
On Sunday, the streets of the capital, Libreville,

were almost deserted. Fearing a repeat of the vio-
lence that followed Bongo’s victory in 2009, many
residents, who had stocked up on food, stayed
indoors. Even those shops and stalls usually open
on Sundays were shuttered. “There is no trouble in
this district for now but we want to get the results
soon,” said Honore, a watchman. “We’ll see how the
candidates react. I hope it won’t be like last time,” he
added. In the clashes that followed the 2009 victo-
ry, several people were killed, buildings were looted
and the French consulate in Port Gentil, which saw
the words of the violence, was torched.

Until shortly before polling day, Bongo was the
clear favourite, with the opposition split by several
prominent politicians vying for the top job. But ear-
lier this month, the main challengers pulled out and
said they would all back Ping. Both candidates have
promised to break with the past. Faced with repeat-
ed charges of nepotism, Bongo has long insisted he
owes his presidency to merit and years of govern-
ment service.

His extravagant campaign made much of the
slogan “Let’s change together”, and of roads and
hospitals built during his first term. Ping described
Bongo’s attempts to diversify the economy away
from oil as window dressing. One third of Gabon’s
population lives in poverty, despite the country
boasting one of Africa’s highest per capita
incomes at $8,300 (7,400 euros) thanks to pump-
ing 200,000 barrels of oil a day. There has been
growing popular unrest in recent months, with
numerous public sector strikes and thousands of
layoffs in the oil sector. — AFP 

Rivals both claim victory as Gabon waits for vote results

BERLIN: Faced with more than 1 million
migrants flooding across the Mediterranean last
year, European nations tightened border con-
trols, set up naval patrols to stop smugglers,
negotiated an agreement with Turkey to limit
the numbers crossing, shut the Balkan route
used by hundreds of thousands, and tried to
speed up deportations of rejected asylum-seek-
ers. Yet many issues still remain.

European nations continue to squabble
about whether, and how, to share the newcom-
ers between them and the issues that drove
refugees to Europe in the first place - such as
Syria’s unrelenting war - are unresolved. Overall,

2,901 people have died or disappeared crossing
the Mediterranean in the first six months of
2016, most along the dangerous central route to
Italy - a 37 percent increase over last year’s first
half, according to the International Organization
for Migration. Here’s where things stand in key
countries:

TURKEY
Turkey is hosting some 3 million refugees,

including more than 2.7 million Syrians. Most
refugees there don’t get government support,
but the agreement with the EU calls for the bloc
to provide up to 6 billion euros ($6.8 billion) to
help Syrian refugees in Turkey. The deal also pro-
vides for one Syrian refugee from Turkey to be
relocated to EU countries for each Syrian who
arrives illegally in Greece and is sent back. So far
only 1,152 have been resettled under the pro-
gram - more than half of them to Germany and
Sweden.

GREECE
The numbers of migrants arriving in Greece

have dropped dramatically since the March
agreement with Turkey, but several thousand a
month still make the journey, some 160,000 in
the first half of this year. Over 58,000 people
remain stuck in the financially struggling coun-
try, most hoping to continue north to nations
like Germany or Sweden. The majority have
applied for asylum, hoping to be relocated
among EU nations - but the program is moving
at snail’s pace amid fierce resistance from east-
ern and central European countries.

So far, only around 4,400 people have been
relocated from southern Europe under a plan

that’s supposed to see 160,000 moved over two
years through September 2017. Yet there’s little
Brussels can do to force any nations to comply.
New arrivals now are insignificant compared to
2015, but they have increased since the July 15
attempted coup in Turkey, topping 2,300 in the
first three weeks of August. This is straining
resources on the eastern Aegean Sea islands and
the government has promised to build more
housing on the mainland. Fears are also growing
that the EU-Turkey deal might fall apart as
Ankara presses for the 28 nation bloc to allow its
citizens visa-free entry.

ITALY
About 70,000 migrants crossed the

Mediterranean into Italy from January to June
this year, similar to the same period last year. But
with routes northward now restricted, there’s
nowhere for them to go and, as smugglers resort
to more dangerous practices, more migrants are
dying en route. Migrants are sleeping in hotels,
homeless shelters, train stations and tent camps.
The Tuscan city of Capalbio is putting them in
fancy villas and Milan is readying a jail to take in
some. Nigerians make up the biggest group of
newcomers to Italy, followed by Eritreans,
Gambians, Ivorians and Sudanese, according to
the UN refugee agency. The wave of arrivals is
testing Italy’s social services and Premier Matteo
Renzi’s patience as he faces domestic resistance
from the anti-immigrant Northern League and
reluctance from Italy’s EU partners to resettle
asylum-seekers. To date, only 961 would-be
refugees have moved out of Italy, according to
the IOM. Earlier this month, France returned to
Italy some 200 migrants who plunged into the
sea at the Ventimiglia border crossing. The latest
hotspot is Como on the Swiss border. There
authorities have approved a tent camp to house
the estimated 300-500 migrants who have
camped out at the train station after taking
trains daily into Switzerland, only to be returned.

GERMANY
Germany has seen a much-reduced number

of newcomers this year after taking in hundreds
of thousands in 2015, the majority of those
entering Europe. Up to the end of July, 238,424
new arrivals were recorded - 92,000 of them in
January, before the Balkan route was shut down.

The figure has since leveled out at around
16,000 per month. Chancellor Angela Merkel
has stuck to her insistence that Germany will
give shelter to those who need it and that
Germany “will manage” the refugee crisis. That
mantra has fueled ongoing strife in her conser-
vative bloc, and benefited the nationalist, anti-
immigration Alternative for Germany party. Two
attacks this summer by asylum-seekers that
were claimed by the Islamic State group have
also fueled concerns.

Meanwhile, Germany has moved to tighten
asylum rules, deport more rejected asylum
applicants and turn more people back at the
border Merkel has criticized other European
countries’ unilateral moves to shut the Balkan
migration route at Greece’s expense but was a
leading advocate of the Turkey-EU agreement.
She insists the deal remains necessary, despite
tensions with Ankara over visa-free travel.

AUSTRIA
The discovery of 71 suffocated people in the

back of a smuggler’s truck in Austria a year ago
triggered an outpouring of support for refugees.
That now seems a distant memory. Then-
Chancellor Werner Faymann urged Austrians to
open their arms to the migrants, but faced
increasing concerns that the country couldn’t
cope. Faymann changed course early this year,
suddenly backing calls to shut Austria’s border.
He resigned in May amid falling support.

His successor, Christian Kern, has continued
on the restrictive path welcomed by most
Austrians, even as he urges them to be open-
minded toward new arrivals. Austria was the
main force in the shutdown early this year of the
Balkan route. After accepting more than 80,000
migrants last year, the country stands ready to
turn back the first would-be refugee over the
37,500 limit it has set as a quota for 2016.

SERBIA & HUNGARY
The flow of migrants into Serbia has dimin-

ished drastically but not dried up entirely.
Instead of thousands a day registering at organ-
ized centers, hundreds a day now try to enter
illegally. Illustrating the dangers, a 20-year old
Afghan migrant crossing illegally from Bulgaria
was shot and killed this week by a hunter in an
apparent accident. Human Rights Watch says
migrants and refugees at Hungary’s border with
Serbia are being forced back, in some cases vio-
lently. UNHCR estimates that some 4,400 asy-
lum-seekers are now stranded in Serbia, mostly
since Hungary started enforcing new regulations
in July that allow authorities to “escort” migrants
and refugees caught within 8 kilometers (5
miles) of the border back to Serbia. Two “transit
zones” on the Serbian side now process around
30 asylum applications a day, while 1,000 or
more people are waiting in poor conditions to
file asylum claims, most of which are rejected.

Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orban has
called migrants “poison” and said Friday that
Hungary will build a new, “more massive” fence
on its southern border to defend against a possi-
ble surge in numbers. A government-initiated
referendum on Oct. 2 is meant to rally political
support against any EU plan to resettle migrants
among the bloc’s members.

FRANCE
Migrant numbers in Calais have soared this

month, even though authorities shut down half
of the city’s wretched camp earlier this year, and
the British and French governments erected
security fences and announced measures to
deter new arrivals. The French government says
the number of migrants in the makeshift Calais
camp known as the “jungle” has reached its
highest official level yet: 6,901. Aid groups say
it ’s closer to 9,000. This week, a Sudanese
migrant died after a clash between groups of
Sudanese and Afghans, the 11th migrant to die
in Calais this year. — AP 

EU’s refugee crisis simmers 

despite efforts to solve it

A look at where things stand in key countries 

Sira, 9, a migrant from Nigeria, smiles as she rides aboard a boat of the Proactiva Open Arms
NGO, after being rescued during an operation in the Mediterranean sea, about 17 miles north
of Sabratah, Libya. — AP 

L’AQUILA: Seven years after being devas-
tated by an earthquake that killed more
than 300 people, L’Aquila’s abandoned city
centre is a stark reminder of the struggle
facing Italian towns hit by a quake last
week. Scaffolding still covers the city’s
Baroque buildings, the skyline is dominat-
ed by cranes, most of the dusty streets are
deserted and many areas remain cordoned
off. “This place is one big building site,” said
Luca Dioletta, the owner of Bar Duomo in
the L’Aquila’s main square, dominated by
the neoclassical cathedral which is one of
few buildings not shrouded in protective
tarpaulins.

Bar Duomo, which opened just a month
ago, is the only bar or restaurant in the square
which used to teem with life before the
quake struck on April 6, 2009. Prime Minister
Matteo Renzi’s promise to rebuild Amatrice
and other mountain towns ravaged by last
week’s tremors echoed pledges made by for-
mer premier Silvio Berlusconi to some 80,000
people who lost their homes in and around
L’Aquila in 2009.

Many errors 
In power since February 2014, Renzi will

be determined to prove himself a more
able leader than Berlusconi and avoid the
many errors made in L’Aquila, which lies
just 56 km south of Amatrice.
Reconstruction here has been held up by
bureaucracy and corruption, while billions
of euros were spent on unpopular housing
projects, or “new towns”, with rows of iden-
tical dwellings built on special quake-proof
platforms. Residents say that while these
brand new estates are comfortable
enough, they lack any sense of community.

“Look around you, there are no services,
no bars, no restaurants, no newsstands, just
houses surrounded by nothing,” said
Ottavio Masciovecchio, 60, who lives in the
Paganica new town some 10 km outside
L’Aquila. 

Masciovecchio, who was born in the
nearby village of Paganica, says he has lost
all hope of ever returning to his former
home and speaks bitterly as he walks
around the boarded up houses and debris
in the narrow streets where he used to live.

“They say Paganica is being rebuilt but
it’s a lie. I’d like to show this mess to the
whole world,” he said. Renzi’s ministers say
they will not let the communities around
Amatrice die, but they have not explained
how they can speed up Italy’s rebuilding
efforts and have declined to speculate
when the reconstruction might be com-
plete. “This is not about setting challenges
and making promises. We need the pace of
a marathon runner,” Renzi said on Thursday.

Organized crime
Some 21 billion euros ($23 billion) was

earmarked for L’Aquila’s  reconstruction,
but so far only 7 billion euros has been
spent. Local residents say the project has
been snarled by inefficient use of the
resources and cloying red tape, scourges
that repeatedly trip up the euro zone’s third

largest economy. The housing projects
were expensive, costing 2,000-3,000 euros
per square metre, and residents and archi-
tects say the money could have been bet-
ter spent on demolishing and rebuilding
old houses or on more modest but tempo-
rary dwellings.

The new towns were strongly supported
by Berlusconi himself, who made his first
fortune as a construction magnate. Marco
Morante, an architect from L’Aquila who
has worked with the town council and pri-
vate contractors, described the failure to
involve the local community in decisions
over reconstruction as a mistake. “Nearly
everything was dictated by the central gov-
ernment, with a sort of military occupation
of the area by the Civil  Protection
Department which alienated the towns-
people,” he said.

Masciovecchio said reconstruction con-
tracts in L’Aquila went to firms from abroad
or other parts of Italy and few local residents
had been hired. His son, who had worked in
a local bakery, left to seek work abroad and
now lives in Finland. Morante, who estimat-
ed that only 5-10 percent of the centre of
L’Aquila had been rebuilt, said bureaucracy
was mainly to blame, with a bewildering
series of changes in the rules on project allo-
cation and construction permits. 

Some of these changes were triggered
by evidence that another Italian plague-
organized crime-had infiltrated the recon-
struction effort. In 2014 seven building
contractors were arrested on allegations
they had collaborated with the Naples
mafia, the Camorra, to obtain cheap labor.
Morante said Amatrice and the other towns
hit by this week’s earthquakes could learn
from L’Aquila’s experience, but there were
important differences.

For example, only an estimated 2,500
people had been made homeless in the lat-
est disaster, far fewer than in L’Aquila.
However, a higher proportion of the houses
were levelled and will have to be complete-
ly rebuilt. The risk for Amatrice and the sur-
rounding towns is that if the rebuilding
takes too long, the local youngsters will
drift away, dealing a potentially fatal blow
to communities where pensioners already
make up a large proportion of
inhabitants.”I’m afraid our village and oth-
ers will just die,” said Salvatore Petrucci, 77,
who lost his house in Trisunga on
Wednesday. “We may be the last people to
have lived (here).”

After an earthquake hit southern Italy
near Naples in 1980, some survivors had
to wait more than 20 years before their
damaged proper ties were restored.
Leonardo Innocenzi, 62, who was born
and brought up in the centre of L’Aquila,
lives in a “new town” 5 km away and says
with resignation that he hopes he can get
back to his old home within “two or three
years, maybe four.” “I think it will need
another 8-10 years for this city to return to
anything like it was, and we will have to
see if it ever become the community that
it used to be.” — Reuters

L’Aquila: The struggle facing 

Italy’s earthquake-hit towns

RIO: Firefighters retrieve a crucifix from a church in the small town of Rio, near
Amatrice, central Italy, yesterday. — AFP 
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announces Iran partnerships 


